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Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson of Century
21 Coleman-Hornsby. Some handmade
ornaments donated by: Kelly Pina. 4 1/2
foot green tree based on the movie “A
Christmas Story.” Loaded with themed
decorations and accented with tinsel and
the Red Rider BB Gun. Under the tree you
will find an “Oh, Fudge” throw, a
“Fragile” t-shirt and a Leg Lamp Tervis
cup. Careful, you’ll shoot your eye out!

1     A Christmas Story

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 2 1/2 foot
pre-lit “Home for the Holidays’ tree
adorned with burlap ribbon and red and
burlap bulbs. Stuffed reindeer is under the
tree.

2     Home for the Holidays

Donated by: Floral Designs. A black box
adorned with silver and black ribbon and a
“Season’s Greeting” message provides the
base for this Snowman Centerpiece. The
centerpiece contains silver berries,
greenery, a Mr. Snowman hat as well as
white and red plaid poinsettias.

3     Season's Greetings

Decorated by: Jackie Kurz. Beautiful 4 foot
slim line tree with sparking silver
ornaments and bulbs. The tree is completed
with silver spray and a sparkly deer topper.
The tree is set in a bronze vase.

4     Sparkling Deer Tree
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Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 2 foot
pre-lit farmhouse tree adorned with black
and white buffalo check ball ornaments and
tin farm animals. Accompanied by a tin
farm house sign and matching tree skirt.

5     Farmhouse Christmas

Donated by: Gigi's in Morris, IL.
Delightful gift basket filled with wonderful
treasures: Ladies hat, handbag, sunglasses,
wallet, and a gorgeous ring.

6     Merry Christmas From Gigi's

Decorated by: Paula Misek. 3 1/2 foot
flocked green and burgundy feathered tree.
Decorated with white lights, pheasant
feathers, glitter and glam. The base is
wrapped in burlap. The tree is topped off
with a crafted top hat.

7     Christmas Cheers

Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson of Century
21 Coleman-Hornsby. 3 foot Avengers tree
is embellished with Avenger characters, a
Thor hammer, Captain America shield,
and red and blue ornaments. The tree skirt
is a plush Avengers throw and includes a
sling pack.

8     Avengers Christmas
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Decorated by: Pat Clemmons, Mary Jo
Darin, Peg Lamping, and Sue Putlock. 3
foot tree mounted on a green base. He has
matching black and red plaid hat and
mittens. Snow covers the tip of his black
rubber boots. Tree has white lights. Perfect
for indoor area or entranceway. Not
waterproofed for outdoor use.

9     Gnome for the Holidays

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea. 4 foot pre-lit
white tree filled with charming red and
green ornaments, topped with beautiful
bows. A tree skirt and lantern complete the
look.

10     Red, White, & Green Christmas

Some princess collectible ornaments
donated by: Tom and Lisa Wawczak.
Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson of Century
21 Coleman-Hornsby. 3 foot white tree
with a princess theme. Includes Disney
Princesses, glass slippers, gold and silver
carriages, and light blue ornaments.
Topped with a silver and blue jeweled
crown and scepter. A Wilton lighted castle
and horse drawn carriage are found at the
base of the tree. Light blue and white tulle
tree skirt.

11     Disney Princess Christmas

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 4 1/2 foot
pre-lit rustic bronze and copper deer tree
with unique deer ornaments and pinecones.
White branches are intertwined within the
tree. Tree is finished with a deer scene skirt
trimmed in brown faux fur. Three snowball
candles on a silver tree are underneath.

12     Rustic Christmas
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Decorated by: Pat Clemmons, Mary Jo
Darin, Peg Lamping, and Sue Putlock. 4
foot tree decorated with blue and white
ornaments with a beautiful garland. Tree
has a string of twinkling white lights that
make the whole tree shine. Under the tree
are two beautiful polar bears.

13     Ice Blue Christmas

Decorated by: Jan Hibler. 4 foot pre-lit
white tree adorned with blush colored
poinsettias and ornaments. Tree comes
with blush colored vase filled with snow
covered ornaments.

14     All Blushed Up for Christmas

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 2 1/2 foot
battery-lighted black lantern tree with
black and white bulbs and buffalo check
ball ornaments. Accompanied by a white
finish lantern and candle.

15     Light the Path to Christmas

These 3 cute gnomes are ready for winter
in this whimsical painting by Tami
Ferguson. Yes, that is a cotton stem in the
painting and in the decoration on it. The
antique ceiling tile is from Assumption
Catholic Church in Coal City. A pretty bow
and some cotton plant stems are tucked in
the corner.

16     Whimsical Gnomes

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. Set of
three heritage indoor/outdoor red lanterns
with flameless pillar poinsettia candles
with poinsettia bows on lanterns. Great for
the porch or fireplace.

17     Red Lanterns
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Decorated by: Paula Misek and Sandi
Dransfeldt. A blue and silver table center
piece of the Holy Family. The 14 inch tall
crystal bowl sits upon a silver platter
adorned with snowy greenery.

18     The Reason for The Season

Donated by: Grundy Bank. A delightful
Gift Basket filled with the following:
Cabernet Sauvignon, Moscato, insulated
wine mug, insulated coffee mug, milk and
truffle flavored hot chocolates, sleepy time
and chamomile flavored teas,
marshmallows, fresh honey, and a fall
harvest candle.

19     A Basket of Goodies

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt and Jan
Hibler. Snowman & Santa donated by:
Theresa. A wintery scene comprised of 18
inch resin snowman and Santa, a 2 1/2 foot
flocked tree adorned with tin stars, pine
cones, and red gingham ribbon bows
finished with red berries and pinecones.
There is a gray wooden lantern with
flickering candle. The lantern is finished
with greenery, silver bulbs, red berries, and
pinecones.

20     Shades of Gray for Christmas

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea. Charming,
ever-popular red and black buffalo plaid
table runner with battery-lighted matching
trees and lantern aglow with a flameless
pillar candle. Perfect for a fireplace mantle
or foyer.

21     Plaid Tidings
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Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt and Jan
Hibler. Glass pedestal cake plate adorned
with greens, iced berries, silver and black
ornaments, and flameless candle. Add in a
standing silver star to complete this holiday
centerpiece for your favorite holiday spot.

22     Christmas On A Pedestal

Decorated by: Reeves & Baskerville
Funeral  Homes, Ltd. 24 inch wooden
black lantern filled with a 5 inch green
candle holder, crystal and silver ornaments,
flocked greenery, and a gold bow. Within
the candle holder is a pulsating flameless
candle. The top of the lantern is adorned
with gold brocade ribbon, silver berries,
and flocked greenery.

23     Elegant Christmas Tidings

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea. A beautiful 24
inch wreath adorned with burgundy
berries, ornaments, and snowflake ribbon
sprinkled with snow. Glass hurricane and
flameless pillar candle complete this
holiday centerpiece.

24     Burgundy Elegance

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 3 foot
pre-lit green tree with a red and black golf
bag, irons and woods. Decorated with red
and black bulbs, golf ball ornaments, golf
glove, and hole #1 topper flag. Also
included is the book “The Golfer's Night
Before Christmas” by Robert Bernardini.

25     Golfer's Night Before Christmas
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Decorated by: Sue Cunnea. A welcoming
Christmas centerpiece with beautiful
vanilla-colored berries amidst a pale green
velvet leaves wreath, surrounded by a
lantern aglow with a flameless pillar
candle.

26     Christmas Glows Softly

Crystal tree donated by: Dorothy Mettille.
Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson. A beautiful
Princess House crystal tree filled with aqua
colored ornaments surrounded by a
snow-covered wreath enhanced with
pinecones.

27     Crystal & Snow Centerpiece

Donated by: Theresa Lamb. A centerpiece
of three Isabel Bloom trees with greenery.

28     3 Trees for Christmas

Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson. A
centerpiece of two golden tinsel trees, one
approximately 18 inches and the other
approximately 12 inches tall. Also included
is a small golden tinsel wreath with candle.
All are lit with battery operated white
lights. Sitting on a cream, gold, and dark
green table runner. Two gold deer candle
holders finish this centerpiece.

29     Christmas Is Golden

Birdhouse hand-crafted by: Marty
Bieschke. Decorated by: Deb Bieschke.
Tree decorated by: Sue Cunnea. Even our
feathered friends need some holiday cheer.
Santa left a charming birdhouse hoping for
a new family come spring!

30     Peaceful Feathered Friends Christmas

LOT #

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea. 2 foot pre-lit
holly jolly snowman will warm your heart
on a cold winter’s night.

31     Holly Jolly Snowman

Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson. 2 foot
silver and white Isabel Bloom Father
Christmas centerpiece adorned with winter
greenery and a little dove.

32     Isabel Bloom Father Christmas

Decorated by: Jan Hibler. Miniature
Christmas village nesting in a 16x16 inch
oak handkerchief drawer. Depicting friends
and neighbors enjoying the Christmas
season, singing and skating within the
evergreens surrounded by a picket fence.

33     Christmas In The Village

Decorated by: Jan Hibler. 2 foot winter
wall hanging with wood and antique tin
backing. Mr. Snowman is resting in the
greenery.

34     Snowman Wall Hanging

Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson of Century
21 Coleman-Hornsby. A beautiful lantern
adorned with greens, bottle brush trees, two
graceful deer, and some cute little birds.

35     Peaceful Forest Christmas

Decorated by: Pat Clemmons, Mary Jo
Darin, Sue Putlock, and Peg Lamping. 4
foot pre-lit Christmas tree with beautiful
white, candy cane, Santa, and “Ho Ho”
ornaments. Santa bows adorn the tree. The
base of the tree has a red basket filled with
stuffing. The top of the tree is a Santa red
and white cap.

36     HO HO HO
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Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 4 1/2 foot
pre-lit tree with turquoise, navy, and silver
bulbs. White icicles are intertwined
throughout the tree with silver and
turquoise sprays and topped by a bow. The
tree skirt is made with turquoise and silver
netting.

37     Blue Christmas

Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson and Theresa
Lamb. 4 1/2 foot green tree with snow,
pinecones, and berries. Decorated with red
plaid ornaments, white snowflakes, and red
ornaments. Topped with a snowflake and
red plaid bow.

38     Country Christmas

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 4 1/2 foot
pre-lit white tree decorated with unique
lime green and red ornaments. The tree
skirt is created from tulle ribbon and a cute
Christmas mouse has taken residence at the
base of the tree.

39     Christmas In The Quiet Like Mouse

Decorated by: Jo Christensen and Mary
Baudino. This red antique 3 1/2 foot sled is
adorned with a battery-lit star wreath as the
focal point. It is accessorized with darling
small vintage style skates and magical
sparkling sprinkles. This treasure would
look equally darling on a fireplace hearth
or a front porch.

40     Little Red Sled

Wagon donated by: Jan Hibler. Decorated
by: JoEllyn Johnson and Sandi Dransfeldt.
Who could resist this display welcoming
guests to your home? Adorable 5 foot
snowman paired with a beautifully
embellished 5 foot pre-lit tree nestled on a
bed of snow with a little red wagon filled

41     Christmas Welcome

LOT #
with snowballs.

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea. 5 foot flocked
slim line tree embellished with
crimson-colored berries, ornaments, and
soft ribbon in a white-washed pail.

42     Christmas Comes Softly

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 4 1/2 foot
pre-lit deer tree with black, silver, and gold
bulb ornaments, silver berries, pinecones,
silver deer ornaments, and a black ribbon
decorated with pine cones. Finished with a
winter scenery tree skirt with gray faux fur
on the edges and a silver deer bowl filled
with pine cones.

43     Oh Deer, It's Christmas

Decorated by: Pat Clemmons, Mary Jo
Darin, Peg Lamping, and Sue Putlock.
Features Looney Tunes characters. The
film "Space Jam" stars basketball player
LeBron James. James encounters the
Looney Tunes characters in a basketball
game.

44     Space Jam 2021

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea. 4 1/2 foot
pre-lit Christmas tree adorned with
adorable snowmen with top hats. Tree base
is encompassed by a red metal round filled
with snow.

45     In The Meadow We Can Build A Snowman
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Decorated by: Carla Delrose. A beautiful
32 inch slim line tree adorned with
sparkling turquoise ornaments. Turquoise
ribbon is intertwined throughout the tree.
The tree is topped off with a turquoise bow.

46     A Little Christmas Sparkle

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 2 foot
lighted Christmas train tree with steam
engine locomotive, red and gold
ornaments, and bulbs. A blinking crossing
signal sits upon the red tree skirt.

47     Full Steam Ahead For Christmas

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. Welcome
sign donated by: Theresa Lamb of Century
21 Coleman-Hornsby. 3 foot slender
snowman tree with black and red bulbs,
snowmen ornaments, and intertwined with
red and gold ribbon. The base of the tree is
covered with burlap. Matching red
snowman welcome sign.

48     Snowman Welcome

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt and Jan
Hibler. 4 1/2 foot pre-lit tree with black
and red buffalo plaid bows, pewter-colored
round bells, and a variety of forest animals.
The tree skirt is made of burlap and is
topped with pinecones and more forest
animals. A 3 foot resin welcome snowman
is next to the tree.

49     Forest Friends

Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson of Century
21 Coleman-Hornsby. Handmade tractor
ornaments donated by: Kelly Pina. 3 foot
green tree with John Deere themed
decorations. Includes tractors, toys, deer, a
deer head topper, and various other
ornaments. Complete with a green and
gold mesh tree skirt.

50     John Deere Green

LOT #

Decorated by: Jan Hibler. 3 foot pre-lit tree
with Farmall stockings, buffalo plaid fabric
bulbs, resin trailers, “Ertl” Farmall “H”
tractor, toothpick tractor, and snow globe.

51     Seeing Red For Christmas

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea. Lighted happy
snowman centerpiece.

52     Lighted Snowman Wreath/Centerpiece

Christmas Décor Decorated by: Sandi
Dransfeldt and Jan Hibler. Worth over
$500.00, displayed on 3 foot vintage
antique ladder and Santa with a burlap
holiday stocking, lighted pinecone swag,
and ornaments.

53     Gift Cards of Restaurants of Grundy County

Decorated by: Pat Clemmons, Mary Jo
Darin, Peg Lamping, and Sue Putlock. The
apple farm tree has white lights with
frosted apples, berries, and red cardinals. A
barn door ornament with green, red, and
white checked ribbon adds to its beauty.
The tips of the tree are frosted with snow
paint. The base of the tree is mounted in a
basket. Total height is about 4 feet tall. The
reindeer are an added delight.

54     Apple Farm Tree

Decorated by: Vicki Cunnea-Blair.
Charming country holiday wreath adorned
with burgundy jingle bells and sparkling
gray ornaments, complimented with a
country ribbon.

55     Country Welcome Wreath
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Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 20 inch
holiday wreath with red and silver bulbs
intertwined with red and green ribbon,
sprays, and bow.

56     Christmas Fun Wreath

Decorated by: Paula Misek. Burgundy and
lime 22 inch Dia Pine wreath. Decorated
with velvet ribbons, Merry Christmas,
sparkles, pinecones, wooden snowflakes,
and ski ornaments.

57     Snowflakes & Skis

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 16 inch
holiday wreath with white pinecones, red
and green bulbs, red berries, and a plaid
bow hung on an antique painted cedar
shutter.

58     White Pinecone Wreath

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 12x12
inch Christmas red tin door pocket filled
with greenery, adorned with burlap, red
ornaments, and a red chevron ribbon bow.

59     Pocket Full of Greens

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 24 inch
battery-operated holiday wreath with
icicles, red berries, pinecones, and bow.

60     Warm Holiday Greetings

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea. Lighted wreath
adorned with authentic Lionel ornaments.

61     For The Love of Trains

LOT #

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 18 inch
multi-colored lit magical Disney tree with
Disney characters and ornaments and an 8
inch resin Mickey Mouse under the tree.
The tree also comes with three vintage
Disney Little Golden Books.

62     A Magical Disney Christmas

Antique rocker donated by: Lindy Kowsky.
Decorated by: Karen Zelko. Imagine
curling up on this antique rocker with your
cozy throw, pillow, and two Christmas
novels while seated beside this beautiful
pre-lit 4 foot white tree adorned with
sparkling silver and champagne
ornaments, complete with tree skirt and
silver sleigh. Add in some hot chocolate
and you’re all set!

63     Have A Cozy Christmas

Decorated by: Theresa Lamb and JoEllyn
Johnson. 22 inch wreath glistening with
beautiful blue and white ornaments, fuzzy
snowflakes, and iced branches with a white
bow.

64     Snowballs & Snowflakes

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 3 1/2 foot
wreath decorated with wooden snowflakes,
pinecones, and a burlap ribbon. Embedded
in the wreath is a wooden window sign
looking out on a snowman and “Let it
Snow.”

65     Let It Snow Wreath

Decorated by: Theresa Lamb and JoEllyn
Johnson. 22 inch silver jingle bell wreath
with silver ornaments and white and silver
ribbon.

66     Jingle, Jingle, Jingle, Santa’s On His Way!
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Decorated by: Karen Zelko. 32 inch flocked
slim tree adorned with white bulbs and a
variety of smiling snowmen with colorful
scarves. A “Believe” sign compliments the
tree.

67     Snowmen Believe In Christmas

Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson. 22 inch
wreath with pinecones, bugle, and festive
plaid ribbon.

68     Simple Holiday Greetings

Decorated by: Karen Zelko. Snowman
centerpiece, battery-operated snowflake
lights, small tree and pinecones, and a
beautiful Christmas runner.

69     Snowmen Welcome Table Décor

Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson. A
centerpiece of an Isabel Bloom snowman is
centered on a ring of green pines and sits
on a long, white table runner. “Joy” is
written on each end of the runner.

70     Isabel Bloom Snowman Full of Joy with Runner

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. A pair of 3
foot pre-lit needle pine icicle trees with
berries and red snowflake bows and tree
skirt.

71     Double The Christmas Cheer

Donated by: Grundy County Historical
Society. 22 inch wreath with silver
ornaments and greenery.

72     Wintery Silver Welcome

LOT #

Decorated by: Jan Hibler. 16 inch
snowman sign wreath decorated with birch
bark ribbon and adorned with red, silver,
and gray bulbs.

73     Let It Snow

This beautiful antique ceiling tile, from
Assumption Catholic Church in Coal City,
has been artfully painted by Tami Ferguson
depicting a young boy and his dog,
wishfully looking at a giant pine tree,
hoping for it to be his Christmas tree! The
boy and his dog are holding the lights for
the tree. A sprig of green and a green bow
complete the scene.

74     Young Boy And His Dog

This lovely antique ceiling tile, enhanced
by Tami Ferguson, shows the real beauty of
the Assumption Catholic Church in Coal
City. Crystals were artfully added to the
tile. A black and white bow and a spring of
greenery decorate the corner.

75     Simply Elegant

Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson and Theresa
Lamb. 5 foot silver and white tree
decorated with sparkly, silver presents and
red cardinals. Large silver stars, silver
branches, and shades of gray ornaments
and sparkly tree skirt also enhance the tree.

Two decorative “cone trees” complete the
scene.

76     Peaceful Elegance
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Doll donated by: Laverne Black. Glasses
donated by: Jan Hibler. Decorated by: Jan
Hibler. 4 foot pre-lit tree adorned with
“God Bless America” bulbs, stars, bells,
and American flags. Red, white, and blue
glasses are included. Also included is
“Meribette,” a collector doll handcrafted in
detail from the Children in Portraiture
Collection, limited edition, with a
certificate of authenticity.

77     God Bless America

This patriotic painting by Tami Ferguson
shows an ever-popular red truck carrying
home a big Christmas tree. The barn in the
background proudly displays an American
flag. It is painted on an antique ceiling tile
from Assumption Catholic Church in Coal
City. A bow, berries, and greens add a
festive touch to the corner.

78     Patriotic Barn with Truck

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 2 foot
lighted red Solo cup tree decorated with red
berries and white snowballs.

79     Red Solo Cup -- It’s Time to Party

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea. Hallmark
collectibles donated by: Tom & Lisa
Wawczak. 3 foot pre-lit white tree
embellished with Hallmark collectible
trains from various vintages. The tree is
finished with an engineer cap, tree skirt,
and suitcases. Original boxes are included
for the ornaments.

80     Chugging Home for Christmas

LOT #

Decorated by: Julie Gerber. 16 inch woodsy
wreath trimmed with rustic bells, greens,
and berries and finished off with burlap
rope.

81     Rustic Welcome Home

Decorated by: Jan Hibler. 2 foot
sliver-white Santa centerpiece with lantern,
adorned with winter green and aqua bulbs
and ribbon, resting in winter greens.

82     Lighting the Way with Santa

Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson. 4 foot
lightly flocked skinny tree. Decorated with
white lights, dark greenish gold ornaments,
and a snowflake tipped in gold tree topper.
Bottom wrapped in burlap.

83     Tuck In a Little Christmas

Donated by: Lawrence Advertising,
Dorothy Mettille. A relaxing scene with a
Christmas tree trimmed with beautiful
jewelry ornaments, a peppermint tree
topper, and a tree skirt of peppermint
design candies placemats. On top of 4
placemats decorated with peppermint
design candies sits a cup decorated with a
snowman and peppermint candy canes
waiting to be filled with peppermint tea.
Alongside a peppermint candy dish filled
with peppermint candy is the “In
Peppermint Peril” book waiting to be
removed from the easel to be read while the
Peppermint Twin Dolls look on waiting for
the scene to play out to “Relax with
Peppermint!”

84     Relax with Peppermint
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Decorated by: Julie Gerber. 36 inch
snowman wreath trimmed with Santa hat,
“Ho Ho” ribbon, and three snowman heads.

85     Frosty Welcome

Decorated by: Mary Baudino. This pretty
pre-lit 3 foot tree can be enjoyed in so
many areas of your home. It is decorated in
red and gold with festive “sprigs” of gold
leaves throughout the entire tree. It is
finished with a lovely gold tree skirt.

86     Festive & Pretty

Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson. 3 foot
heavily flocked tree in a tin pail. Tree is
covered with jewel toned ornaments. It sits
on a green and gold cloth with an Isabel
Bloom 12” snowman.

87     Isabel Bloom Snowman with Jewel Toned Tree

Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson. 3 foot
green pine tree decorated with shades of
teal, silver, and a touch of purple. Includes
a white tree skirt.

88     Teal Christmas

Decorated by: JD.JGG for Ferro Studio.
Donated by: Studio Ferro the Shop, Ann
Ferro, and Staff. In remembrance of
mid-century modern we designed our white
and silver tree with traditional red and
green, accented with chartreuse green
chrysanthemum garland, mocking the
Aurora Borealis, making our tree an atomic
Christmas.

89     A Mod-Christmas 2021

LOT #

Decorated by: Morris Public Library. 4 foot
green tree with multi-colored lights and
cut-out Disney felt ornaments.
Accompanying the tree are the following
books: "The Art of Disney, Disney
Flipbooks of Imagination and Studios",
"The Archive Series Layout and
Background", and "The Art of Disney, A
Christmas Carol".

90     Merry Disney Christmas

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 24 inch
bronze and gold holiday wreath with
pinecones and burlap ribbon.

91     Golden Holiday Wreath

Decorated by: Jan Hibler. 22 inch green
and brown feathered wreath with sparkling
décor and ribbon.

92     Light & Feathery Wreath

Decorated by: Karen Zelko. 2 foot greenery
centerpiece with small birdhouse with
candles and pinecones, intertwined with
burlap ribbon.

93     Country Christmas Centerpiece

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 3 foot
lighted grapevine wine tree with grapes,
wine corks, bronze and gold ornaments,
wine trivet in tree, intertwined with lace
burlap ribbon. Accompanied by decorated
lighted wine bottle, 4 small wine dishes,
bottle of dry red wine, and glasses and
napkins.

94     Loads of Holiday Cheer
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Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson. 6 1/2 foot
skinny cashmere green tree with white
birch lit rope branches, red berries, owls,
white birch balls, and a white birch star
topper. A plaid tree collar circles the base
of the tree.

95     “Owl” Be Home for Christmas

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea. 4 1/2 foot tree
celebrating Christmas past. Skirt included.

96     Old Time Christmas

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. A wooden
Merry Christmas sign comprises the center
of this 20 inch wreath. The wreath is
decorated with berries and pinecones, and
trimmed with a pinecone decorated burlap
ribbon.

97     Simply Merry Christmas

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt and Deb
Skritch. Donated by: Debbie Bols. 4 1/2
foot lighted holiday wreath to be used
either inside or outside. Beautiful medium
and large red and green bulbs decorate the
wreath. Red and green ribbon is
intertwined throughout the wreath and it is
topped with a Merry Christmas sign.

98     A Big Merry Christmas Wish To You!

Decorated by: Teri Keif, owner of The
Thoughtful Spot. An old fashioned lantern
lights your way toward the holiday season.
Embellished with flameless candle
Christmas trees, frosted ornaments, and
holly. Complimented with a plaid bow.

99     Oh, Christmas Tree

LOT #

Donated by: Grundy County Historical
Society. A beautiful 24 inch wreath
adorned with poinsettias, red ornaments,
bows, and Christmas greens.

100     Poinsettia Welcome


